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“OWL” BE
SEEING
YOU!
Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus)

Chris Halsch
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very year at this time the same thing happens outside
the chicks who leave the nest 12-15 days after hatching. Aside
my bedroom. A pair of House Finches build a nest in my
from the tap, tap, tapping on my window, and the droppings
neighbor’s heating vent and spend a good part of their day
they leave on the sill, I do love that the HOFI nest outside our
(and early morning) “fighting” with the “rival” at the window.
home. With the exception of the breeding season when the
I have put books on the window ledge to hide the reflection,
pairs seek “alone time” HOFI are social birds who hang together
but even the framed photo of my sons doesn’t seem to
in flocks as large as several hundred birds. House Finches
prevent the pair of finches from continuously
are adaptable, colorful, and cheery-voiced
House Finch
striking the glass. I have even resorted to wildly
songbirds who are common from coast to
(Carpodacus mexicanus)
flailing my arms at them in hopes that this crazy
coast. I look forward to our annual reunion.
woman image will be imprinted in their little
memory. Typically, House Finches (HOFI) nest
The house finches are still in their preliminary
in trees, on cactus and rock outcroppings, but it
stages of nesting, but the beautiful Great
is not uncommon for these gregarious tweeters
Horned Owls (GHO) that I wrote about last
to hole up in human construct like vents, street
month are now the proud parents of two
lamps, and building ledges. These sweet little
fluff balls who hatched the first week of
birds make cup nests using stems, leaves,
April. The male and female aren’t the only
rootlets, twigs, string, and feathers and after two
ones concerned about the welfare of the
weeks the eggs will hatch and out will pop 2-6
hatchlings, park and Conservancy staff
naked and clumsy newborns. Although only the
visit the nest daily to check out the babies
female incubates the eggs, both parents feed
development. With maternal satisfaction,
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each time I gaze up into the Eucalyptus
tree (the nest is actually visible with the
naked eye) and see the owls staring
back I am overjoyed. With bright
piercing yellow eyes outlined in black
(gives them kind of a “goth” look) and
incredible vision, it is obvious they are
looking directly at the spectators. GHO
can be “grizzly bears” when it comes to
protecting their eggs and chicks so that
direct stare can be awfully intimidating.
In fact, they react to nest intruders and
House Finch hatchlings
other threats with bill-clapping, hisses,
screams, and guttural noises, and if the
threat escalates, spreading their wings and striking with their
feet. By now, the young owlets have put on a second set of
down feathers and since they aren’t as vulnerable in the nest
both parents will go out hunting at twilight. From elevated
perches, GHO plunge with silent wings for unsuspecting prey
like mice, rabbits, opossum, duck, crows, and even skunks
(imagine all those critters hanging around the Historic District.)
Because most owls are night hunters it’s assumed that in
bright daylight they see poorly, and are possibly nearly blind.
However, owls can see equally well in darkness or daylight and
according to author Warner Shedd who wrote the delightful
“Owls Aren’t Wise and Bats Aren’t Blind” an owls eyes are 100
times more sensitive to light than human eyes and even on
a dark night can see details of landscape and prey with great
clarity. We certainly know the owl family in the Eucalyptus
tree are staring straight at us and undoubtedly observing our
behavior. It is heartwarming to know they have made Crystal
Cove State Park their own.
My son Alex just returned from a weekend, all expenses
paid, to the Yale National University of Singapore where he
is considering
spending the
next four years
of his life (very
far away from
his parents, I will
add.) Amongst
the country’s
illegal activities
are selling
gum, spitting,
walking in the

nude at home, and feeding pigeons.
In fact, tossing leftover breadcrumbs
to pigeons in Singapore can cost the
bird lover $500. That’s a steep price for
such a seemingly benign pastime, but
feeding pigeons, or any wildlife for that
matter, has consequences for the animal.
For example, recently I encountered a
pair of young cottontails by the Berns
Amphitheater who were practically
begging for food. Clearly, these bunnies
had been fed, and undoubtedly with
enough frequency that not only had
they lost their fear of humans but were
accustomed to being given treats. I don’t think the law in
Singapore has anything to do with imprinting animals, but
rather the concern about hygiene issues and avian diseases.
Not only do “pigeon droppings stain homes and public
amenities, they are hosts for diseases which can be spread to
humans through contaminated droppings or contact with
diseased birds.” Valid concerns, for sure, but I’d like to impress
upon the kind hearted wild animal feeders that they really
aren’t helping the gulls, squirrels, and bunnies of the park,
but are actually putting them in serious harm. I haven’t been
back to the Amphitheatre in about a week, but I suspect the
bunnies are no longer loafing about and that their brazen
behaviour will have contributed to their disappearance.
Art in the Park was a blast. People danced (including Alex
and I who were pulled
up “on stage” to Hula)
painted the coastline,
weaved a traditional Native
American basket, watched
performances by swing
dancers, and listened to
good ol tunes strummed on
Volunteer Carol Fallon
the guitar by Conservancy
& her dazzling partner
staff David Barba and Camp
Host Aaron Jenne. Park
visitors also had the chance to enter the digestive track of a
vegetarian shark through a clever art and media installation.
Having been an herbivore myself for the past 38 years, I was
overjoyed to learn that I have a comrade in the cartilaginous
fish world. According to UCI PhD Candidate Samantha Leigh,
the young Bonnethead shark tends towards vegetarianism.
These meter long cousins of hammerhead sharks are found
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swimming close to shore in the warm waters of Baja and up
around San Diego when the water temperature is warm. They
hunt in shallow water where adults dine on shrimp, small
crabs and fish found amongst seagrass meadows. Researchers
found however, that the juveniles mostly feed on seagrass.
Samantha and her team fed several sharks a diet of 90%
eelgrass and 10% squid and determined that even with this
primarily vegetarian diet, the sharks were gaining weight and
were healthy. Accordingly, the Bonnethead, also known as the
Shovelhead, is the first known “salad eating shark.” They are
harmless, timid, and migratory.
A few weeks ago I enjoyed a nature filled day at the Back
Bay Science Center where I had another shark experience.
During their Sunday Community Day, I watched as Thor, the
three-year-old horn shark, consumed her meal. Thor dines
on shrimp three times per week and I was lucky enough to
observe her as she gulped down the shrimp. Rather than
chewing (they do have teeth which are often stained with
purple from eating sea urchins) Thor wiggled her food down
her throat and then then spit out the exoskeletons followed by
a “shiver & shake” display that sent dirt from the bottom of the
tank spraying all over. Horn sharks are slow and sluggish who
spend their days hidden in crevices or among rocks blending
in to their surroundings. They have short, blunt heads with
pig-like snouts with “curly cues” on each end which make them
look to be sporting a handlebar mustache. Their brown scaly
bodies are covered with black “birth marks” and they have
horns or large spines on either side of their dorsal fins that
serve as a deterrent to hungry predators. Horn Sharks swim in
our local shallow waters living solo except during the winter
breeding season after which females lay two eggs, every
11 to 14 days from February to April. Females then wedge
the spiral-shaped egg cases into crevices as protection from
predators where they stay for up to 10 months when the 6”
hatchling wiggles out and swims off into the sea.
Just in time for Earth Day the new ADA improvements
have been completed in the Los Trancos lot and the caution
tape and barricades have been removed. Perfect timing
as last Saturday, 160 volunteers showed up to partake in
beautification projects sponsored by the California State Parks
Foundation and Edison International. A ton of work goes into
preparing for our annual Earth Day celebration, but when it’s
all said and done, it is always a satisfying and productive event.
This year was no different and of the 13 projects we planned,
everything we had hoped to get done, did! After snacking

on fruit (donated by the Fruit Guys,) and pastries and coffee
(donated by PEETS) these intrepid volunteers headed out
to a variety of projects. Quantitatively speaking, volunteers
planted 222 native plants in the Historic District and the
Los Trancos parking lot, painted curbs and fences using five
gallons of paint, installed symbolic fencing along the bluff trail
near Reef Point using 60 anchor rods and 600 feet of cable,
removed eight old rusted and faded Harry the Crab signs in
preparation for the installation of eight new and updated
Harry the Crab signs, tightened and affixed 75+ clamps to
the existing symbolic fencing, cleaned 25 park panels, maps,
and signs, and waxed 12 lifeguard towers. Afterwards,
everyone was treated to sandwiches (donated by Subway)
and “anniversary cake” surreptitiously and sweetly provided
by volunteers Liz and Ryan Hawkins in honor of our 20th
year celebrating
Earth Day. The
tasty sheet cake
read “Happy 20th
Earth Day Ranger
Winter” which was
a lovely gesture
and treat not only
for me, but for all
the volunteers and
staff who enjoyed
the cake.
Volunteer Julie Eversaul shared with me a heartwarming and
personal video. While on duty in March, Julie’s beau proposed
to her, on bended knee on the rocks in the tidepools. As far
as I know, this is a first. I haven’t heard of another volunteer
getting engaged while “on the job.” Congratulations to Julie
and Patrick. I wouldn’t be surprised if they exchanged their
vows right here in the park. And they would not be the only
ones looking at beautiful Crystal Cove as a place to share
this most celebratory event. As Colonel Richard Lieber,
father of the Indiana State Parks system once said: Our parks
and preserves are not merely picnicking places. They are rich
storehouses of memories and reveries. They are bearers of
wonderful tales to him who will listen, a solace to the aged and an
inspiration to the young.
See you in the Park!
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